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Job Title: Furbearer Harvest Reports and Coordination
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1986

- June 30, 1987

Summary:

Commercial Fur Trapping

-

During the 1986 87 season, 1 ,347 trapping licenses were sold , a decrease of
9% from last year, and still well under the 3,900 sold in 1982 83 This
reduction continues to reflect the increased fees for a trapping license and
decreasing raw fur values. Data on the total reported take of furbearing
mammals can't be assessed by the deadline for this Job Final Report because of
the chronic tardiness of some ccmmercial fur takers in returning their annual
reports.
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1985 86 revenues from sales of furs decreased 34% from $1 ,381 ,571.64 in
1984-85 to $907 ,898.46. Also, the average income from furs, per trapper,
decreased by 21% from $1 ,342.64 in 1984 85 to $1 ,063.11 in 1985 86. Again
bobcat was economically the most important furbearer; the reported take of
7,043 was 22% below the reported take of 1984 85. The average price paid per
bobcat pelt was $107.86 , a 14% decrease from the average of $121.96 paid in
1984 85, and resulted in a 22% decrease in the total revenue received from
bobcat pelts. The 26 ,509 muskrats taken during the season comprised 48% of
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the total furbearer take. The take and value of all major species of fur
bearers taken in California were below the levels of take and value in 1984

85.
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Eighteen of 23 licensed fur dealers reported their purchases for the 1985 86
season. They bought 52% of the fur reported sold by licensed trappers and
spent $475 ,848.31 doing it. Six dealers reported buying no furs and three
reported purchasing more than $100 ,000 worth of furs.
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Trapping Regulations

There were no changes made in the furbearer and nongame mammal hunting and
trapping regulations.

Coyote Hunting
Generally , coyote hunters and their take have decreased over the last 15 years.
These hunters are spending more time hunting but the percent of successful
hunters and the average annual take per coyote hunter has remained relatively

